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Context CommentsContext Comments

�� Recommendations were devoid of Recommendations were devoid of consultationconsultation
with broadcasters with broadcasters –– certainly certainly –– RJR Group RJR Group 
represents, 1 FTA TV, 3 IPP channels and 3 represents, 1 FTA TV, 3 IPP channels and 3 
radio channels radio channels –– maybe we would have a view!maybe we would have a view!

�� Recommendations therefore do not have our Recommendations therefore do not have our 
input and this “cockinput and this “cock--eyed” approach is not going eyed” approach is not going 
to birth the new day of collaboration and to birth the new day of collaboration and 
progress we desire.progress we desire.



Financial Context of MarketFinancial Context of Market

�� 21 Radio licensees21 Radio licensees

�� 17 CATV 17 CATV –– IPPsIPPs

�� 3 FTA licensees3 FTA licensees

�� RJR Group RJR Group –– 7 of these (3 not profitable)7 of these (3 not profitable)RJR Group RJR Group –– 7 of these (3 not profitable)7 of these (3 not profitable)

�� Recent survey by MAJ disclosed that 6  of 18 Recent survey by MAJ disclosed that 6  of 18 
member brands in the industry (including print) member brands in the industry (including print) 
are profitable;are profitable;

�� In this context In this context –– establishing a Prime Time establishing a Prime Time 
Access Rule or Programming Quotas is a cause Access Rule or Programming Quotas is a cause 
for concern.for concern.



Regulatory Context of MarketRegulatory Context of Market

�� License fees;License fees;

�� Regulatory fees;Regulatory fees;

�� Spectrum Management fees;Spectrum Management fees;

�� % of advertising to fund PBCJ;% of advertising to fund PBCJ;% of advertising to fund PBCJ;% of advertising to fund PBCJ;

�� % of revenues already a model for % of revenues already a model for 
PRS/JAMRAS/JCAP/JAMMS, IFPI fees;PRS/JAMRAS/JCAP/JAMMS, IFPI fees;

�� Add to it Add to it –– this mandatory investment of a this mandatory investment of a 
portion of turnover in audioportion of turnover in audio--visual contentvisual content--
(Shattered Glass);  (Shattered Glass);  

�� So what is the market reality assessment?So what is the market reality assessment?



Public BroadcastingPublic Broadcasting

�� Examine the public broadcasting model:Examine the public broadcasting model:
�� Is this a “regional public broadcaster” or is this 15 Is this a “regional public broadcaster” or is this 15 

“fenky“fenky--fenky” public broadcasters that we will try to fenky” public broadcasters that we will try to 
fund?fund?

And is this with quality content or what?And is this with quality content or what?�� And is this with quality content or what?And is this with quality content or what?

�� What is the relationship/difference between the What is the relationship/difference between the 
governmentgovernment--owned TV stations and what is being owned TV stations and what is being 
called a public broadcaster?called a public broadcaster?



Public BroadcastingPublic Broadcasting

��Will they compete with the quotaWill they compete with the quota--bearing/ bearing/ 
% of turnover contributor for advertising % of turnover contributor for advertising 
and then still:and then still:

��Benefit from license, regulatory, spectrum Benefit from license, regulatory, spectrum 
fees;fees;fees;fees;

��Time allowed for government broadcast;Time allowed for government broadcast;

��Free national broadcasts;Free national broadcasts;



Public service campaignsPublic service campaigns

��Public service campaigns in support of Public service campaigns in support of 
issues to do with:issues to do with:

�� HIV/AIDS, HIV/AIDS, 

��Domestic abuse, Domestic abuse, ��Domestic abuse, Domestic abuse, 

��Disaster preparednessDisaster preparedness

��Youth empowerment Youth empowerment 

��Swine flu precautionsSwine flu precautions

��Family planning activities, etc.?Family planning activities, etc.?



Our experience with some in the Our experience with some in the 

Creative IndustriesCreative Industries

�� Starts with the assumptions that broadcasters Starts with the assumptions that broadcasters 
want to cheat them out of product;want to cheat them out of product;

�� Try to recover an inconsistent amount money for Try to recover an inconsistent amount money for �� Try to recover an inconsistent amount money for Try to recover an inconsistent amount money for 
the product than the market dictates;the product than the market dictates;

�� Commitment only means that you will take the Commitment only means that you will take the 
product because the producer “knows it is product because the producer “knows it is 
good”;good”;



�� Constantly make the argument of their Constantly make the argument of their 
product versus foreign content rather than product versus foreign content rather than 
a business model that makes sense a business model that makes sense 
standing on its own.standing on its own.

�� An expectation that there is some altruistic An expectation that there is some altruistic 
reason why we should agree to share the reason why we should agree to share the 
airing with my competitor.airing with my competitor.



What worked for US?What worked for US?

�� Having acquired JBC, we purposeHaving acquired JBC, we purpose--built a facility built a facility 
at a cost of about US$ 3at a cost of about US$ 3--million.million.

�� We equipped the facility to digital standards at a We equipped the facility to digital standards at a 
cost of US$ 4.2cost of US$ 4.2--million million (helped by duty free (helped by duty free 
status).status).status).status).

�� We invested over US$ 6We invested over US$ 6--milion in the last five milion in the last five 
years in local productions;years in local productions;

�� Recently invested a further US$ 1.1million in a Recently invested a further US$ 1.1million in a 
new digital Outside Broadcast Unit.new digital Outside Broadcast Unit.



What worked for usWhat worked for us

�� In the past five years we have invested in In the past five years we have invested in 
training for every component of technology training for every component of technology training for every component of technology training for every component of technology 
we have introduced.we have introduced.



Our StrategyOur Strategy

�� Differentiate with local content.  Cease Differentiate with local content.  Cease 
investment in media related investment in media related 
telecommunications and distribution telecommunications and distribution telecommunications and distribution telecommunications and distribution 
infrastructure.infrastructure.



What will continue to work?What will continue to work?

More of the same, but tailored to the More of the same, but tailored to the �� More of the same, but tailored to the More of the same, but tailored to the 
changes in media channel requirements!changes in media channel requirements!



What worked for usWhat worked for us

�� We now have almost 50% quality local content We now have almost 50% quality local content 
aired on TVJ (between 6.00 am and midnight);aired on TVJ (between 6.00 am and midnight);

�� What we spend per half hour for the remaining What we spend per half hour for the remaining 
programmes, would be an insult to most programmes, would be an insult to most 
independent producers for the airing of their independent producers for the airing of their independent producers for the airing of their independent producers for the airing of their 
content.content.

�� We have (without regulation) moved foreign We have (without regulation) moved foreign 
programmes out of PT and we own the content programmes out of PT and we own the content 
we have in PT we have in PT –– if not totally, substantially if not totally, substantially ––

�� TVJ now has 65% of FTA market and over 47% TVJ now has 65% of FTA market and over 47% 
of the local and foreign viewer ship of the local and foreign viewer ship –– more than more than 
at any time.at any time.



Broad RecommendationsBroad Recommendations

�� Consultation and dialogue with key stakeholders Consultation and dialogue with key stakeholders 
are likely to have a better effect than quotas;are likely to have a better effect than quotas;

�� If we can model a way to escape insular issues, If we can model a way to escape insular issues, 
we should look at a regional public service we should look at a regional public service we should look at a regional public service we should look at a regional public service 
broadcaster;broadcaster;

�� Producers should engage broadcasters at Producers should engage broadcasters at 
concept stage to secure terms on which concept stage to secure terms on which 
products will be interesting and viable.products will be interesting and viable.



OpportunityOpportunity

�� If we can conceive of a model of coIf we can conceive of a model of co--
ownership and a recognise of the need for ownership and a recognise of the need for ownership and a recognise of the need for ownership and a recognise of the need for 
differentiation in our markets differentiation in our markets –– then we then we 
would be on our way.would be on our way.



State Policy RecommendationState Policy Recommendation

�� Finance creative industries in Jamaica by Finance creative industries in Jamaica by 
diverting the money being spent wastefully:diverting the money being spent wastefully:
�� Govt. Financing JIS Govt. Financing JIS –– gets but does not use Time for gets but does not use Time for 

Govt. Broadcasts; Govt. Broadcasts; -- with JIS Officers everywhere with JIS Officers everywhere 
there is an embassy or consulate (in the WWW age);there is an embassy or consulate (in the WWW age);there is an embassy or consulate (in the WWW age);there is an embassy or consulate (in the WWW age);

�� Govt. Financing CPTC Govt. Financing CPTC –– prod. and media training prod. and media training ––
even as UWI, NCU, IUJ, UCJ even as UWI, NCU, IUJ, UCJ –– have media studies;have media studies;

�� Government have to support PBCJ channel;Government have to support PBCJ channel;

�� Government through CPTC, funding CTV;Government through CPTC, funding CTV;

�� Government operating PBCJ Radio/Kool FM;Government operating PBCJ Radio/Kool FM;

�� Every Ministry has a Speech writer, Information Every Ministry has a Speech writer, Information 
Officer.Officer.



Business IncentivesBusiness Incentives

�� Policy input and policy certainty are essential for Policy input and policy certainty are essential for 
business planning development business planning development –– a must.a must.

�� Tax credits for development and investment in the Tax credits for development and investment in the 
creative industries is a better model than quotas and creative industries is a better model than quotas and 
mandatory commitment on % of turnover mandatory commitment on % of turnover –– not only do not only do mandatory commitment on % of turnover mandatory commitment on % of turnover –– not only do not only do 
you create a disincentive to do well, but you could you create a disincentive to do well, but you could 
shutdown some media businesses.shutdown some media businesses.

�� A taxpayer funded, nonA taxpayer funded, non--governmental operated governmental operated 
Programme Development Fund with independent Programme Development Fund with independent 
producers requiring broadcast partnership and airing producers requiring broadcast partnership and airing 
commitments for access of the funds, is a very interested commitments for access of the funds, is a very interested 
model as a policy approach.model as a policy approach.


